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Attack leaves student beaten, bloody
Freshman girl allegedly bludgeoned by roommate with a heated iron
ByHoHyAbrams
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

A University freshman was arrested for allegedly assaulting her
roommate earty Tuesday morning after the victim was found
beaten and covered with blood
on the second floor of HarshmanAnderson.
Sharronda Barkley allegedly hit
her roommate Heather Haase,
also a freshman, in the head and
arm with a hot flat iron, accord-

ing to the police report
The iron was recovered by
police at the scene as evidence,
and was found broken in two
pieces.
Barkley was charged with felonious assault, and is being held
on $25,000 bond, according to
Sergeant Amy McGiffins at the
Wood County lustice Center.
The incident occurred around
1:30 a.m. Tuesday.
According to the police report,

State recognizes Univ.
program for
excellence

Haase came home and Barkley
asked to speak to her about allegedly having a camera hidden in
the room.
following a dispute over the
camera, Haase reported that
Barkley proceeded to hit her in
the head and bum her arm with
the iron.
When
questioned
by
police, Barkley said Haase
fell out of bed and hit her
head on the iron. Barkley also

denied hitting Haase.
Following questioning by the
University's Campus Police,
Barkley was taken to the Wood
County lustice Center.
Haase was transported to
Wood County Hospital following the incident, and was then
transferred to St. Vincent's in
Toledo, where she was treated
and released.
Haase sustained four separate lacerations on her skull,

two contusions to the face and
chin, a bum on her left arm and a
skull fracture.
Sergeant Dennis Ehlers spoke
with students on the floor after
the incident to calm them and
inform them of the counseling
center's resources.
Other floor residents remain
shaken by the incident
"We had just gone to bed and
heard screaming and she was sitting right by our door, and she

was all bloody," said Emily Bodart,
freshman. "Then we went down
to the front desk to tell them."
Other students tried to comfort Haase.
"We were all just sitting
with her," said lessica lackson,
freshman.
Screams could be heard by
other residents, according to Kara
Hendrick, freshman.
ASSAULT, PAGE 2

Game night
fills Union
with packs
of students

'AND OFF WE GO'

Senators present
honorary plaque to
doctoral program

RSA sponsors fifth
annual Casino Night,
Xbox given away

By Laura Hoesman

By Cassandra Shofar

SENIOR REPORTER

REPORTER

Professor Michael Zickar, director of the University's Industrial
Organization Psychology program, accepted a commendation
for the program from the State of
Ohio yesterday.
Surrounded by faculty and
students, state Sens. Randy
Gardner and )oy Padgett awarded an honorary plaque to the
specialized doctoral program,
which was rated third out of the
top 10 programs of its kind in
U.S. News and World Report's
2006 edition of "America's Best
Graduate Schools."
According to Zickar, active
students and faculty research
have contributed to the success
of the Industrial Organization
Psychology program.
"We have a really good group of
faculty who do a lot of research,
and we have active graduate students who present at conferences

The sound of poker chips click
together while cards are shuffled
and the dealer cracks a joke,
breaking the ice.
The
Resident
Student
Association's fifth annual Casino
Night was held at the Union last
night attracting a large amount
of students ranging from freshmen to seniors.
Providing new students the
opportunity to meet others,
Casino Night is a blend of free
food, card games and prizes.
"If someone's playing cards I
can't really say no," said freshman
lustin Hudson. "1 think they call
that an addiction."
The popularity of Black Jack
and Texas Hold 'Em among college students entices RSA to
sponsor the event year after year.
It takes extensive planning
and is one of the most expensive
projects RSA funds costing nearly

J«wl icwttl BG Nan
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD: BGSU alumnus Joe Boyle pulls daughter Ellie past the Administration building
yesterday, Boyle tries to spend as much time as he can with his daughter in the warm weather and sunny day before he starts
back to work today in Toledo.
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A spared moment can bring smiles to children
BGSUrve building
blanket for children at
Cocoon Shelter
By Sandy Meade
REPORTER

People come and go through the
Union lobby — pressed for time
— not knowing just a minute can
make a difference.
But from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
today, students can decorate a
fleece square for children at the
Cocoon Shelter—a safe house in
Bowling Green for women who
are victims of domestic violence.
The squares will be made
into blankets for children at the
Shelter.
"We're hoping this is something the children will keep and
look at when they are down,
knowing someone cared enough
to make something for them."
said Marissa Mizer, the community service student coordinator
of BGSUrve.
Many of the fleece squares
have inspirational messages to

the children, while others are
filled with pictures.
As lessica Sutton, a freshman,
made her-way through the Union
yesterday afternoon, she paused
at BGSUrve's table to help out
with the cause
Her message to children, was
"you can be anything that you
want to."
Colorful hearts, stars and smiley faces surrounded Sutton's
message.
BGSUrve, a student committee funded out of the Office of
Campus Involvement, is sponsoring this event for the first time.
The response so far has been
positive, with more than a dozen
students making squares for the
blankets.
Dani Haendiges, a former victim of abuse, wanted to help out
"I understand how women
may feel and how you can't
get out of the situation,"
Haendiges said
Several organizations have also
expressed a desire to contribute
squares of their own, and several
individuals have asked what eLse

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

"'«■

the Cocoon Shelter may need.
BGSUrve is divided into two
sections — special events and
ongoing community service
projects.
Special events are usually onetime service opportunities based
on various social action issues
including hunger, nonviolence
and poverty.
From October to April, there is
one featured project a month.
Upcoming special events
for this year include Make a
Difference Day, Veteran's Day
of Service, Adopt a Family
Campaign, Martin Luther King
Day of Service, Heartwalk,
Hunger Banquet and Earth Day.
Ongoing Community Service
Projects put on by BGSUrve are
often smaller events that occur
on a regular basis.
Previous service projects
included volunteering at Martha's
Soup Kitchen and the Humane
Society, playing bingo at local
nursing homes and working outdoors at Wintergarden Park.
"Our main goals is to connect
BLANKET, PAGE 2
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THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE: One of the quilt squares decorated for the children's blanket that BGSUrve will
donate to the Cocoon Shelter.
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Roommate dispute lands
one student in hospital
ASSAULT, FROM PAGE 1

"1 was in my room sleeping
and my roommate said 'do you
hear all that?' and we heard all
this screaming," shesaid.
Following
questioning.
Haase was carted out of the
residence hall.
"They |the policel were asking her questions and stuff and
they took her out on a stretcher," Bodart said.
Following the commotion,
students remained shook up.
Bodart said.
"When we saw her IHaase]
we thought she was attacked
outside or something," Bodart
said. "Everything happened
really fast. It was crazy."
Others lost sleep during the
commotion.
"A lot of people were really
tired for class the next day,"
Bodart said. "I've never seen
anything like that before."
The details of the assault
remain vague for the residents.
"We don't know what exactly
happened in the room," Jackson
said. "We only know what happened in the hall."
Uenrick echoed lackson's
experience.
"They [policel weren't
allowed to tell us what happened, they said it was confidential." she said.

"We had just gone
to bed and heard
screaming and she
was sitting right by
our door, and she
was all bloody."
EMILY BODART, FRESHMAN

Only a few days into the
semester residents hadn't
gotten to know Barkley yet,
Bodart said.
"Our floor is really close but
she never came to talk to anyone, she seemed kind of [agitated)." she said.
The incident was an ironic
start for the semester, Uenrick
said.
."It was weird, when 1 first
came here my mom was concerned about safety," she said.
"But I trust my roommate."
According to Bodart, there
was a meeting on the floor
with the resident advisors and
the hall director following the
incident.
Haase later returned to get
her belongings, according to
lackson.
"When she came back she
had stitches on her face," she
said. "She seems to be physically doing OK. We know she's not

coming back this semester."
According to Bodart,
floor residents are collecting money to send flowers to
Haase.
The University won't stand
for these acts, according to
Ed Whipple. vice-president
of Student Affairs.
"I thinkany incident where
there is alleged violence we
take very seriously, and it's
something we're not going to
tolerate," he said.
Respect remains a core value
at the University. Whipple said.
"In a living community it's
critical that people respect each
other," he said. "Some students
respect each other and understand that but others don't
know what that means — to
respect each other."
Students who may find
themselves in a similar situation are advised to get help
immediately, said Detective
Tim lames of the Department
of Public Safety.
"They should just call the
police immediately unless they
are injured and need medical
assistance," he said. "They just
have to communicate effectively if they can sense a dispute has gone to a level they
can't handle, they need to go to
a RA or Hall Director for help."

Texas Hold 'Em draws crowds
GAMES, FROM PAGE 1

$3,000, but it's worth it, said Ash
Rauckhorst, RSA president.
"Most people are stressed
this week, it's a good getaway."
Rauckhorst said.
While the organization provides the catering and prizes,
RSA teams up with A.J. Sunny
Entertainment, Inc. — a special
events company that brings the
tables, chips and cards.
The entertainment company
also provides the dealers, who
freshman Kelly Kaczmarek said
were entertainingand informative of the game rules.
"I didn't know if I'd have
fun, but I like the prizes and
the dealers make it fun,"
Kaczmarek said, who has been
playing cards since she was six.
"Name a betting game, and I've
played it."
RSA doesn't play around with
prizes. Among the prizes are an
X box, a digital camera, a Game
Cube and a DVD player.
"Our executive board talks
over the summer about what's
popular, compilesalistand then
goes shopping," Rauckhorst
said, "It's kind of like a family
shopping trip, we have a good
time doing it."
The laid back smiles and

BLANKET, FROM PAGE 1

students and the community
by bringing students into the
community and building relationships with members of the
community." said Stephanie
I layward, chair of BGSUrve.
The fleece blankets for the
Cocoon Shelter is a mini-ser-

vice project to help introduce
BGSUrve to students on campus.
Mizer thought there were a
lot of people interested in helping out with this service project,
and is confident that projects
to follow this year will be well
received.

"It's for people who really
want to help others and are
dedicated to that, who want
to spread volunteerism to the
students at the University and
to give back to the community
they arc living in," Mizer said.
hlilors Note - For more information about BGSUrve, contact

HaPPy ThuRSdayll! HaPPY THUrScMyll! HaPPY ThursDAYM!

Hang in there...
The weekend is almost here!!!

He suggested adding more
tables next year.
Lee Hertle, also a freshman,
found that Casino Night was a
good place to meet new people.
And he'll be back next year.
"It's awesome," Hertle said.
"They should do it more than
once a year."

laughter from the Black lack
and Rulet wheel players were
contrasted by the contemplative, intense stares of the Texas
Hold 'Em players.
Hudson, who played Texas
Hold 'Em, said that people are
so interested in the game they
don't want to give up their seat.

Specialized program successful
PROGRAM. FROM PAGE 1

BGSUrve uses service project to meet students

CONCENTRATION: (Right to left) Chris Moore. Math Guild and David Lux
play a round of black jack at last night's RSA Casino Night.

and are really active in the field,"
Zickar said. "We've had a lot of
graduates who have gone on to
success in the field, so all those
things help our reputation."
According to IOP's Web site,
graduates of the program have
been hired by a variety of universities, companies and government organizations, ranging from ).C. Penney to the
Department of Defense.
"Clearly this is an elite program," said Gardner.aUniversity
graduate. "It's another reason to
be proud to represent Bowling
Green State University, to be a
Ealcon and just to pay recognition to an outstanding program that has brought honor not
only on the program, but on the
University and on the state."
The program prepares students for careers as consultants
for various companies and
organizations. Many graduates
design surveys that help companies determine who to hire.
Generally, the program teaches

students the science of helping
companies and organizations
become efficient, effective and
successful.
"I was interested in studying
for a doctorate degree in a good
program, and Bowling Green
had a lot going for it," said Eyal
Grauer, graduate student.
One attractive aspect of the
program, according to Grauer,
is the Institute for Psychological
Research and Application, a
University-run research institute that assists various companies and organizations.
IPRA, which has been a part
of the Psychology department
since 1981, gives students an
opportunity to gain consulting
experience as they work toward
their degrees.
Since its beginning, IPRA
has assisted numerous clients, including General Mills,
Marathon Oil and Brush
Wellman.
Experience helping actual
organizations can give graduates of the program the edge
they need to find jobs following

graduation, Grauer said.
The program's founders, who
were in attendance, are proud
that their program has carried
on a tradition of success.
When retired University
Professor Robert Guion helped
form the IOP program in the
mid-1960s, he had a vision of how
the program could become successful, according to loe Cranny,
former chair of the Psychology
Department.
"He had an idea of what the
program should look like back
in 1966," Cranny said. "He built a
very strong staff, and we staffed
it with very good people over the
years. And the present group,
which doesn't include any of us
who were here when we began,
has kept up that tradition."
Guion is pleased that the program has kept that tradition.
"We're gone from the program," he said. "The people
who are here now have taken it
back to what it was, and that is
exceedingly gratifying."

TWO BEDROOM RENTALS
Available Immediately to August 5. 2006 Noon oi Immediately to May 6, 2006 Noon

GREAT LOCATIONS
ONE PERSON RATES
Starting at $400.00 per month, deposit $400.00
TWO PERSON RATES
Starting at $470.00 per month, deposit $470.00
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BGSU CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS COMING SOON...

1

Are you athletic?
Are you a leader?
Do you thrive on
challenging yourself?
Join us for an
informational tryout
meeting!
o

Fit August 26, 2005

o

1:00PM -2:00PM

o

207, Student Union
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SORORITY GIRLS SENT TO USC HOSPITAL

CAMPUS

IDS ANGELES (U-Wire) — A banister at the Pi Beta
Phi sorority house collapsed midday Sunday, sending
two University of Southern California students to
California Hospital Medical Center and injuring
several others, according to a Department of Public
Safety report.

get a life
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'Idol' on campus
The search for BG's best singer continues
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By Kristen Bryson
REPORTER

10:00 am.-2:00 p.m.
Owl Info. Table
Org. lor Women's Issues will be
giving out information on reproductive rights and a bus trip
Union Lobby

by Campus Involvement
Union Lobby

10:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
CRU Band Jam Info. Table
Union Lobby

10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Dance Marathon Info. Table
Union Lobby

10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Sigma Lamda Gamma Info. Table
Union Lobby

10:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.
H20 Info. Table
Union Lobby

10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
BGSUrve Welcome Week, Sponsored

11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Student Union Programs Info,

10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
USG Info. Table
Union Lobby

Sponsored by Student Union
Programming
Union Lobby
Noon - 4:00 p.m.
Delta Chi Fraternity Recruitment
Table
Union Lobby
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
UPS Recruiting, Sponsored by the
Career Center
Union Lobby
9:00 p.m.
"The Bachelor" Bob Guiney speaks
202 Union

ABCs Bachelor visits campus
Bob Guiney speaks out to students about life
By Laren Weber

Guiney graduated from
CITY NEWS IDUOR
Michigan State University with
With the desire to entertain and a Telecommunications and
provide students with insight Television Broadcast degree, but
about life's unpredictability, for- decided to follow a different occumer "Bachelor" star Bob Guiney pational path.
He took his passion of music
is telling his story at 9 p.m. tonight
in the Union Ballroom.
on the road and toured throughout the U.S. with his band
As a part of wel"Fat Army."
come week activities sponsored >by
"Right out of college,
Orientation and First
I didn't know what was
Year Programs, Guiney
going to happen," Guiney
is making a stop at the
said. "When I was in my
University during his
mid 20s, I thought maybe
college circuit tour.
I'd end up a suburban
guy with my two cars and
"Don't come if you
don't plan to laugh a BOB GUINEY 2.2 kids."
And after a failed mar"Bachelor"
lot," Guiney said. "It's
riage, spending six months
not a stand up show, it's
on crutches after a knee surgery
me making tun of me."
Due to the popularity of and gaining almost 30 pounds,
the show and Guiney, Janet Guineys life was not going as he'd
Foldenauer, coordinator of planned.
"I was a little bit miserable,"
Orientation, said the interactive presentation titled. "What a he said.
But his luck changed after
Difference a Year Makes," should
draw a large crowd.
appearing on "The Bachelorette."

Guiney made the choice to
be on the show after two office
assistants submitted his name,
unbeknownst to him.
"It seemed like a fun thing to do
and 1 needed to shake things up
for myself," Guiney said.
After not receiving a rose for
Trista on "The Bachelorette,"
Guiney was soon after chosen to
be the next "Bachelor."
Since Guineys appearance
on the hit reality shew, he's been
on "Oprah" multiple times and
wrote a book also titled, "What a
Difference a Year Makes."
Citing that he likes to laugh,
Guiney is excited to talk to people
that are in the same point he was
years ago — unsure of what the
future holds.
"You have to keep your eye on
the ball," Guiney said. "Dreams
and visions can be the same, but
you might not get there in the
same path. If you do things with
good intentions, it's all going to
workout"

BGSU has jumped aboard the
reality-TV bandwagon with the
first annual "BG Idol."
First-year students who
attended orientation in the
summer were invited to a karaoke night event in the Mac East
lounge.
Those students who were
especially talented were invited
into the BG Idol final competition which is set to take place
Saturday, Aug. 27 in the Union
Ballroom at 9 p.m.
"|BG Idol| is a good connection from orientation to Fall
Welcome and gets the students
involved," said lodi Webb,
director of Orientation and
First Year Programs.
For some, the involvement in
orientation karaoke night has
carried over to participation in

the ltd Idol finals.
Two of those participants are
lanelleZindroskianilShaiorrah
Crosby. Both girls were invited
to join the competition after
performing exceptionally well
at the orientation event.
Zindroski, a first year music
major has been performing
since she was 7 and has trained
in several different disciplines
such as Broadway, classical and
country music.
"I was thrown on stage for
beauty pageants. 1 would usually play bagpipes and sing,"
Zindroski said.
This bag-pipe-playing country singer lias performed in
high school musicals, choirs
and even tried out for American
Idol.
One of Zindroski's fellow contestants, Shacorrah
Crosby, attempted to try

out for American Idol as
well, but missed out on the
actual trvouts,
Itui that small disappointmenl has not stopped
Crosby from dreaming and
setting goals.
"I would love to perform
somewhere. My goal is to put
cult a I I) before my life is over,
(Irosby said.
she has also decided
thai over the next year
she wauls to make Gospel
Choir, write enough songs to
make a CD and improve her
piano playing,
'
Both Zindroski and Crosby's
Hills will be showcased at the
BG Idol Finals held Saturday,
Aug. 27. The winner will be
determined by the audience,
so students are encouraged to
attend and vote lor their favorite singer.

GREAT OUTDOORS

Pat Dorsman BGNews
FUN IN THE SUN: Freshman KC McConaughy plays catch with a friend at MAC beach yesterday.
This is one of many ways to enjoy the nice weather that won't be around much longer.

GRADUATE
UPPER LEVEL HOUSING
Studio Apartments Available
for Fall & Spring Semesters, or Entire Year

•
•
•
•

Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Fully furnished
Stove, refrig, microwave, 25" TV

laundry facilities
close to campus
full cable- $20/mo.

Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Thurs, 8/25 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Mon, 8/29 from 9:30am-1:30pm <§ Career Center
Mon, 8/29 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Tues, 8/30 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union

The UPS
EARNxw
LEARN
Program

Wed, 8/31 from 12pm-4pm @ Career Center
Thurs, 9/1 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Center

individual heat/AC
outdoor pool
plenty of parking

1740 E. Wooster (berund Fuckers)
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-1520

2005

Get up to

$23,000*
Hours of Operation:

in College Education

Preload - 4am-8am
Day 11:30am-3:30pm

Assistance!

bf g welcome
THURSDAY, AUGUST 25
Bob Guiney

Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am

9 p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Shift times are approximate.
Bob Guine) starred in the ABC hit
series, "The Bachelor.*

To inquire about Part-Time
Package Handler jobs, apply online at:

Hear him speak about
life's incredible experiences
and learn "what a difference
a year can make!-

www.upsjobs.com
For additional information, please contact:
Bethany Speiser (bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu) or Pete Ortiz (shg1pwo@ups.com)
Or call: 419-891-6820 • 1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537

Be ready to laugh and ask questions.
Equal Oppoilunily Employer
'Program guidelines apply.
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www.bgnews.com/opinion

QUOTEUNQUarE

OPINION

"The fundamental rights and liberties of
Americans are too precious to entrust to
someone who spent more than a decade
trying to narrow them."
huple for the American Way President Ralph Neas on John Roberts'Supreme
Court nomination (AssocatdFtesi

ll-VVIRKKI)IT()mALI\'ll{(il\l.\TK('ll

Iraq constitution deeply flawed
Separation of church and state?
Apparently not in Iraq.
Monday, Hachim al-Hasani
declared to the world that a draft
of the war-tom country's constitution had reached lawmakers.
The problem? If the document
passes as written, every future
law that comes before the fledgling government's legislature
would have to conform to Islam.
This should come as little surprise to the West, as the countries of the Middle East have
traditionally based their govern-

ments on the tenets of Islam. Is
this good or bad?
Well, that depends on whom
you ask.
Economically, this has the
potential to work very well. Iraq's
market, along with its political
system, is in absolute turmoil
- the order that comes along with
a religion-based government
could be just what the country
needs. The citizens are used to
powerful ruling groups stepping
in and taking control of such
matters, so they would feel com-

fortable leaving the economic
situation in the hands of a government they can trust, a trust
that was lacking for most citizens under the Saddam regime.
Plus, with oil prices rocketing
to record highs and showing no
signs of slowdown, how could
they go wrong?
The political arena is a bit
more problematic. As with the
economy, plenty of structure is
needed to secure stability that
the people can trust. However,
each of the three major Islamic

factions - the Sunni, Shiite and
Kurdish - has its own idea about
how the new democracy should
be run. And finally, each interprets the Quran differently. What
happens when a bill comes up
that follows one group's religious
interpretation but disagrees with
another group's?
The biggest problems of all,
at least from a Western point
of view, come from the social
implications the new constitution will impose.
What will become of the non-

Muslim minority currently living
in Iraq? Will they lose their voices
in the government altogether?
An Islamic constitution
would also be a huge deterrent to non- Muslims who have
a desire to live in Iraq in the
future. American involvement
in resolving the constitutional
crisis should be kept at a bare ,
minimum.
The president and the other
voices of the administration
seem to enjoy shouting from
the rooftops that Iraq will be self-

govemed, self-policed and completely autonomous. Stepping in
and "helping" the Iraqi people
resolve their differences would
draw more criticism from an
already skeptical world. but
might ensure the freedoms for
Iraqis that American citizens
hold so dear.
Then again, the United States
has been involved since we fired
the cruise missiles that started
this war in the first place. Maybe
just stepping in to help wasn't
such a good idea after all.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE 'Celebrities'keep
ON THE STREET
campus
exciting
NewMyBGSU
remains
unimproved
By now, lam sure that
most of the student community here at Bowling
Green State University has gotten the chance to check out the
new MyBGSU enterprise portal.
With integrated Web mail
access and aesthetically pleasing customizable pages, the
Information Technology
Department surely believes that
they have created something
worth being excited over.
Regardless, it seems that the
excitement is not being shared
by the majority of the student
population.
We are living in an era in
which information is everywhere
and constantly swirling around
us. It is hard to avoid becoming
overwhelmed by these waves of
information.

A single sign on to the new
MyBGSU seems to introduce
more information than the
human brain can even process.
1 lidden within this massive
technological enterprise, there
is actually material that we as
students need to obtain for our
classes.
With more and more professors requiring students to access
MyBGSU for course work, it
becomes a burden when it takes
longer than expected to find
what you are looking for.
I counted nearly sixty hyperlinks on the welcome page
alone. Three of those links simply logged you out of the system.
If security is the reason for this,
the system should automatically
disconnect after a short period
of inactivity.
On a different note, it was
fairly easy to find the latest
CNN news stories and current
barometric pressure reading. I
am sure the student population
is extremely interested in this
information as well.

Once I did discover that information like that could be hidden, customizing these things
was something I did not want to
waste time doing.
From my perspective, I
believe that MyBGSU has not
strategically improved at all.
There are definitely more extra
features, but they only make it
harder to find what you really
need to find.
At night, many important
services like schedule retrieval,
parking permit registration and
Bursar bill management are still
not available. You would think
that somebody would eventually
realize that most students may
want to use these services after
9:00PM during the weekdays.
All in all, the outrageously
high amount of money used to
finance this enterprise portal
should still be where it belongs:
in the pockets of each and every
student enrolled here.
NATE STEIN
STUDENT

Games not to blame for murder
DAN
M0LLIS0N

U-Wire Columnist
DailyIllinois
University of Illinois
After decades of lawsuits
directed toward "big
tobacco" and the fast-food
industry concerning the lethal
effects of their products, the
spotlight has finally turned
toward video games and their
effects on players.
This case reopens the issue of
whether companies should be
held liable when their products
have negative effects on consumers.
On Aug. 10, after only an hour
of deliberation, a jury convicted
20-year-old Devin Moore lor the
murder of three police officers.
After being booked on a stolen
auto charge, Moore grabbed
an officer's gun and fatally shot
all three in the head. He then
jumped into a patrol car and fled
the scene, according to CNN.
As part of his defense. Moore
pleaded insanity and cited his
frequent exposure to the Grand
Theft Auto video games as his
inspiration for the killings.
In these games, players can
shoot police officers, steal cars

and commit a host of other
crimes -- including soliciting a
prostitute.
The question now being asked
is whether the makers of Grand
Theft Auto share any liability for
these homicides.
Despite Moore's quick conviction by the jury, the victims' families have filed a civil suit against
the manufacturer of Grand Theft
Auto and two stores, claiming
that Moore's exposure to the
games is partly responsible for
the crimes.
1 have to admit that it was
chilling for me to read about
this triple murder. I can't deny
that Moore's crimes disturbingly
parallel the crimes that players,
including me, often commit
while playing the game.
It's possible that when Moore
found himself facing the end of
his "game" in real life, he instinctively responded with the same
I it 11 tal tactics that he would as a
Grand Theft Auto player.
There's no question in my
mind, however, that the vast
majority of the blame for these
crimes lies with Moore.
It's possible that repeated
exposure to the video game
could have primed Moore to
react in a certain way when he
was faced with arrest, but the
game didn't make him steal a
gun, pull the trigger three times
and then speed off in a stolen
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squad car.
Only Moore had the power
to make those decisions, so the
families' argument that the video
game is to blame doesn't hold up
for me.
If the judge finds that the
Grand Theft Auto game did
indeed influence the murders,
and he also believes that the
gaming company should pay
for it, then couldn't any aspect of
the media that could "potentially
cause harm" to consumers be
targeted?
If Grand Theft Auto can be
held liable for the violence
its gamers commit, then
couldn't I sue the developers of
Spongebob Squarepants when
my child turns out to be homosexual because Spongebob
Squarepants "promotes a prohomosexual agenda?"
This line of thinking creates
a slippery slope that essentially
puts all of our culture on trial.
In the end, there's no way to
legally protect ourselves from
our culture without violating
someone's right to free speech
in some way, even when it influences us to commit murder. The
same freedom that protects us
also protects the parts of our culture that harm us.
And as long as we value our
right to be free, there is not
much that we can do about that
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Who do you think is a
campus celebrity?

LAURA COY
SOPHOMORE, APPLIED
HEALTH SCIENCE

"The boom box guy
because his music
lights up everyone's
day."

JENNY HALL
SOPHOMORE,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

"Tom Brennan.
Everyone has heard
all his updates on the
evil Walmart and
all about the state of
Michigan."

M\

•*-

JAY JACKSON
FRESHMAN, JAZZ
STUDIES

"The hippie guy who
sells the African gear
outside. He tells really
good jokes."

ROB H0LL0PETER
JUNIOR, SPORT
MANAGEMENT

"The Brother ]ed dude
who stands by the tree
and tells everyone
they're going to hell."

Nothing is more entertainSTEPHANIE
ing and mindless than Star
SPENCER
magazine, which is why I
am an avid subscriber.
Opinion columnist
Watching shows like Taradise
and E! True Hollywood Story has
shared a hairstyle and they probonly made my interest in horably shared a cell phone.
ribly' tacky celebrity gossip grow
In any case, I wanted to be
by leaps and bounds
them and could probably recIt's really hard to stay away
ognize them from four football
from, because it's everywhere.
fields away.
Even in the bustling metropoAnother trait that a BG celeb
lis of Bowling Green a new catpossesses is their ability to
egory of people has formed: BG
be remembered after only a
celebrities.
glimpse.
The true definition of any
As you walk through your day,
BG celeb is broad, but a pretty
you see thousands of people, but
understandable concept.
somehow a true BG celeb always
These are people who you
stands out.
see every day who you are starEven local band members and
struck by.
football players can sometimes
No, this isn't the skinny guy
make the list.
that works In the Union or
This is unnecessary because
the girl that looks like Paris
there are so many others to
I lilton in your econ class.
choose from, changing with
Granted.these peoevery new semester.
ple are ftin to see too,
Trie best part is,
but they are not as A"Take 'The
these celebs are
list as the big time.
Hybrid'for different for everyYou talk to your
one because you
example.
friends about the
cant avoid it It's
real celebs in everyHe's a
impossible to know
day conversation, so
everyone's name,
unique
you have to make up
and in any group
nicknames to refer
mixture of of friends, I would
to them.
that there are at
Carl Barat say
Take "The Hybrid"
least five in weekly
for example. He's a
from the
conversations.
University student
It's not even
Libertines
who blows everyone
funny to think
away as he walks by.
and your
about, it's like a
He's a unique mixture
phenomenon that
exof Carl K.ii.it from the
amazes me more
Libertines and your
boyfriend." and more every
ex-boyfriend.
minute.
If Carl and the
And new celebs
ex had a 1984 lovechild, this
are being added to the list everyguy would be it. Every time he
day.
walks by, it feels like a prime
lust yesterday, "Teencamper"
photo-op and a meet and greet
was added at the Union and it
is about to take place.
ruled.
The Hybrid is elusive and is
BG celebs make walking to
maybe seen once a week, if that,
class more exciting, and it makes
which rockets him up to the
you scan the crowd ten times
A-listers.
more when trying to listen to an
If The Hybrid lived on your
otherwise unimportant converfloor and you saw him brushing
sation with your roommate.
his teeth everyday, your obsesSo when Taradise is a repeat,
sion would not be necessary.
and you're sitting around waitComing a close second to The
ing for the new season of The
Hybrid are The Olsens. I know,
Bachelor to come on just walk
I know, this is a celebrity copy
outside, shuffle on down to
cat, but if Mary Kate and Ashley
the Union and start scoping
would have never been bom, I
out the hot new celebs for this
think I would still call these girls
school year.
The Olsens.
By the way, Hybrid, if you're
Last semester, as I would sit
reading this, you're even cooler
alone and anti-social in the
than I thought
shuttle stop outside my dorm
The Olsens graced campus with
their presence.
These girls were identical twins and as sweet as this
sounds already, it gets better.
They shared a room, they

Send comments to Stephanie
atsspence@bpu.edu
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LETTERS TO THE EOTTOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
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Green area.
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between 600 and 800 words. These
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before printing.
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reflect the views of The BG Nan.
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FOUR PALESTINIANS, JEW KILLED IN ISRAEL
JERUSALEM (AP) — An Israeli military raid on a West
Bank refugee camp left four militants dead yesterday
and an Orthodox Jewish man was stabbed to death
in Jerusalem. At the Tulkarem refugee camp, Israeli
soldiers surrounded a house and exchanged fire with
militants inside and outside, witnesses said.
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Plane down in Peru
At least 31 dead, 10 missing after hailstorm
By Carta Salazar

have been a technical failure in
the 22-year-old aircraft.
Search teams have recovered
LIMA. Peru — Rescuers combed
a jungle marsh yesterday for vic- the plane's cockpit voice recorder,
tims of a Peruvian airliner that said Pablo Arevalo, a prosecutor
split in two after an emergen- in the jungle city of Pucallpa.
cy landing during a hailstorm,
Among the dead were at least
killing at least 31 people and three foreigners, Mori said. Many
leaving 10 missing. Fifty-seven bodies could not immediately
people escaped the burning be identified.
In lima, relatives of passenwreckage, wading away through
gers and crew were at the airport
knee-deep mud.
TANS Peru Flight 204 was trying to board a special flight
the world's fifth major airline to Pucallpa.
Jose Reyna, 30, said he had
accident in August, making it the
deadliest month for plane disas- come with three siblings to say
farewell to their father, Jose Lino
ters in three years.
The Boeing 737-200 was carry- Reyna. 57, a medical technician
ing 98 people, including a crew killed in the crash. Only oneof his
of six on a domestic flight from brothers got on the plane.
"My father died and they have
the Peruvian capital of Lima to
the Amazon city of Pucallpa, air- identified him. They recognized
line spokesman Jorge Belevan him by his clothes and his cell
said at a news conference in giv- phone," Reyna said.
According to officials and
ing the first extensive details of
the accident. It had previously radio reports, the plane circled
said an estimated 100 people the airport, then crash-landed
near a highway. The pilot radioed
were aboard.
Belevan said there were at that he could not land because
least 57 survivors, with 31 bod- of strong winds and torrential
ies recovered and 10 people still rains, airport receptionist Norma
missing. He said the missing Pasquel told AP by phone.
"I felt a strong impact and a light
might include survivors from
Pucallpa who returned to their and fire. (I) felt I was in the middle
homes after the crash without of flames around the cabin, until
I saw to my left a hole to escape
receiving medical assistance.
On Tuesday night, police through," survivor Yuri Salas told
Lt. David Mori had told The the broadcaster Radioprogramas.
"Two other people were
Associated Press
"I felt a
struggling to get out
that 41 bodies had
and I also was able ID."
been recovered, 56
strong
He said he heard
survivors were being
treated at hospitals impact and another person shouting to him to keep
and three people
a light
advancing because
were still missing.
and fire." the plane was going
In strong winds
to explode. "The fire
and torrential rains,
was fierce despite
the pilot circled
YURISALAS,
the storm," he said.
the airport, then
SURVIVOR
"Hail was falling and
tried to make an
the mud came up to
emergency landmy knees."
ing about 20 miles away. He
Canal N television broadaimed for the marsh to soften
the impact, but the landing split cast photo images of survivors
the aircraft, said Edwin Vasquez, being carried on stretchers
president of the Ucayali region from a grassy field strewn with
wreckage.
where the city is located.
Tomas Ruiz, another passenger,
Wind shear possibly botched
the emergency landing, said told Radioprogramas: "It seems it
TANS spokesman Jorge Belevan. was a matter of the weather. Ten
He said there did not appear to minutes before we were to land
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Broadcaster
blamed for slur
Venezuela seeks action
after suggestion of
President being killed
By Christopher Toottiaker
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SIR String* AP Photo

CHARRED REMAINS: A Peruvian investigator examines the wreckage of
a TANS airliner that crashed carrying 100 people yesterday.

in Pucallpa, the plane began to
shake a lot."
Pope Benedict XVI said
Wednesday he was praying for
the victims of the crash as well as
those grieving for the tragedy.
The pope offers prayers "for
the eternal rest of the dead and
offers fervent prayers so that the
Lord grants solace to those who
are weeping over the lamentable tragedy," said a telegram of
condolence sent by the Vatican's
secretary of state, Cardinal
Angelo Sodano.
Airline disasters this month
have killed 330 people.
One common factor in several of the crashes is the weather,
said Bill Waldock, an aviation
safety professor at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University in

Arizona Waldock said.
More plane crashes tend to
happen in August, because thunderstorms are more frequent
"It's one of those odd little blips.
Quite a few accidents have happened in August," he said, citing
U.S. airline crashes in 1985, 1987
and 1988.
Last week, 160 people died
when a Colombian-registered
West Caribbean charter went
down in Venezuela, Two days
earlier, 121 people died when
a Cyprus-registered Helios
Airways Boeing plunged
into the mountains north of
Athens.
Sixteen people were believed
to have died Aug. 6 when a plane
operated by Tunisia's Tuninter
crashed off Sicily.

CARACAS,
Venezuela
— Venezuela condemned
American religious broadcaster
Pat Robertson for suggesting
President Hugo Chavez should
be killed, saying he committed
a crime that is punishable in
the United States.
Officials in Washington
distanced themselves from
Robertson, saying his statements do not reflect the position of the U.S. government.
Vice President lose Vicente
Rangel said Venezuela was considering legal action against
Robertson for saying U.S. agents
should "take out" Chavez, an
outspoken critic of President
Bush and close ally of Cuban
leader Fidel Castro.
"There is a legal measure in
the United States that condemns and punishes statements of this nature," Rangel
said, referring to laws dealing
with television broadcasts.
He said the U.S. response
to Robertson's suggestion on
Monday that the U.S. assassinate Chavez would be a test of
its anti-terrorist policy.
"What is the U.S. government
going to do regarding this criminal statement?The ball is in the
U.S. court," Rangel said.
"It's a huge hypocrisy to maintain this discourse against terrorism and at the same time, in
the heart of that country, there
are entirely terrorist statements
like those," he added.
Robertson said Chavez
should be assassinated to
stop Venezuela, the world's
fifth-largest oil exporter, from
becoming a "launching pad

for communist influence and
Muslim extremism."
The statements made by the
conservative commentator
could exacerbate already tense
relations between Caracas and
Washington.
When reporters in Cuba asked
Chavez about Robertson's comments, he said he would prefer
to "talk about life."
"What they say doesn't matter
to me a bit," said Chavez.
Castro, who stood next to
Chavez stroking his beard,
referred to Robertson's statements saying he thought "only
God can punish crimes of
such magnitude."
Secretary of Defense Donald
H. Rumsfeld said he knew of
no consideration ever being
given to the idea of assassinating Chavez. "Our department
doesn't do that kind of thing. It's
against the law," he said.
State Department spokesman Sean
McCormack
called Robertson's remarks
"inappropriate."
"This is not the policy of the
United States government.
We do not share his views,"
McCormack said.
On Monday, Robertson said
on the Christian Broadcast
Network's "The 700 dub": "We
have the ability to take him
(Chavez) out, and 1 think the
time has come that we exercise
that ability."
"We don't need another
$200 billion war to get rid of
one, you know, strong-arm
dictator," he continued. "It's a
whole lot easier to have some
of the covert operatives do the
job and then get it over with."
Robertson has made controversial statements in the
past. In October 2003, he
suggested that the State
Department be blown up with a
nuclear device.
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BASEBALL
TEAM
HOSTS GOLF OUTING

The BG baseball team
will host its 10th annual golf
outing Sept. 24 at Forrest
Creason Golf Course on the
University campus.
Open driving range will
begin at 11 am. with a shotgun start scheduled for noon.
Entry fee is $100, which
includes green fees, carts,
food and beverages. The last
day to register is Sept. 19.
Tee and player sponsorships are also available for
the outing. For information, call the team's office at
419-372-7065.

Tribe moves
closer to a
wild-card
promise
RYAN
AUTULLO

'Asst. Sports Editor

$

I generally don't understand
the potential significance of
something until well after
the fact.
On Tuesday night, I finally
made sense of the sounds I
heard twice this summer bellowing from the speakers in
the Cleveland Indians' lockerroom after a pair of weekend
victories.
While watching the Tribe
win their sixth straight against
Tampa Bay on Tuesday, it
occurred to me the vocals in
tourney's'' Don'tStop Believing"
have served to be aptly fitting
for the 2005 Indians
Now tied with New
York atop the American
League wild-card standings,
Cleveland is proving to its season-long doubters what it has
known all along That is, they
are a legitimate playoff team
despite possessing an anemic
payroll and a lineup which,
before the season, included
much more potential than
proven substance.
Cleveland fans who threw
skepticism at Mark Shapiro's
2002 guarantee that the Indians
would be a contender by 2005,
should now offer a collective
apology to the general manager who subsequently pulled off
lopsided trades to bring stars
i Jill Lee, Grady Sizemore and
Travis Hafner to Cleveland.
In a year marred by Rafael
Palmeiro's doping incident
and Jason Giambi's, uh, apology, look no further than the
shores of Lake Erie for this season's feel good story. Sizemore,
Ihonny Peralta and Victor
Martinez are three of the
most promising players in the
league on a team which is suddenly just seven games back
on the uncatchable Chicago
White Sox for the AL Central
lead with slightly more than a
month remaining before the
playoffs.
As for the Sox, their recent
decision to mail in the remainder of the season has resulted
in a dismal stretch, in which
they've won just twice in their
last 10 games.
The Tribe, on the other
hand, are absolutely salivating
at their remaining schedule,
which includes series' against
perennial pushovers Detroit,
Kansas City and Tampa Bay.
The realist in me, however,
says Cleveland is more than
capable of displaying its
youth and inexperience in
any of the series.
The Tribe's adolescence,
though, pales in comparison
to the problems surrounding
the other AL teams vying for
a playoff bid.
Chicago, which has led the
Central since opening day,
seems bored while its speedy
Scott Podsednik - who has
tortured the Indians on the
base paths — is on the disabled
list Out East, the Yankees can't
decide which superstar is their
leader and furthermore their
management seemingly trusts
Enron more than any of its
players. Oakland, the third
major variable in the wild card
race, probably has already
played its best ball of the season and has lost eight of 10.
At best Cleveland fans will
become ^acquainted with
baseball in October. At worst,
they can enjoy the journey.
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Stable of backs vie for carries

c

The Horseshoe' overrun with talented Buckeye backs

By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — On a team
stocked with 18 returning starters, it's perhaps surprising that
No. 6 Ohio State — with a glittering tradition of great tailbacks
— wUI go with a largely untested
player at one of the most critical
positions.
The preseason football magazines point out that the Buckeyes
have experience at almost every
spot in the lineup — save one.
They question whether a group
of unknowns can carry the load.
"That's a good feeling. That
means there's not much attention
on you," said Antonio Pittman,
expected to be on the field for the
opening snap of the Buckeyes'
opener a week from Saturday
against Miami (Ohio). "And when
we come out the first games and
we're rushing for good yardage,
then it's an eye-opener."
Pittman, a sophomore who
was second on the team with
381 yards a year ago, gets the
edge over redshirt freshman Erik
Haw, true freshman Maurice
Wells and part-time fullback
Brandon Schnittker. Don't
be surprised if all of them see
action, at least until one of them
breaks away from the crush to
take over the position.
A year ago, the Buckeyes were
led in rushing by the since graduated Lydell Ross, who picked up
a meager 475 yards — the fewest
by Ohio State's top rusher since
Vince Workman had 470 in 1987.
"We've got something to prove,
basically," said Haw, redshirted
last year as a freshman. "All the
magazines, they talk this and
they talk that, but when it comes
down to it you just basically have
to get the job done."

In an 8-4 season a year ago,
the Buckeyes ran up big rushing numbers on lesser teams but
struggled to advance the ball on
the ground against others.
Ross and Co. averaged 172
yards, more than a rushing ID
per game and 4.3 yards per
carry in the wins. In the losses,
they mustered 92 yards a game,
scored twice and averaged 3.0
yards a carry.
Even more troublesome, Ohio
State's 1,745 net yards on the
ground was its lowest total since
1966. As recently as the national
championship year in 2002, the
Buckeyes rang up 3,000 yards on
the ground.
Subtract Ross from last year's
dismal stats and it appears the
Buckeyes may have to rely on Ted
Ginn Jr. and their air attack even
more than they did a year ago.
But coach I in i Tressel believes
things have changed for the better at tailback.
"Antonio Pittman had an excellent spring and he's followed it up
thus far with a very good fall. Erik
Haw looks a little bit better right
now than he did in the spring;
maybe he's letting loose a little
bit. maybe he was a little nervous.
Maurice Wells is looking great,"
Tressel said.
Pittman (5-foot-ll. 195
pounds), Haw (6-1, 212), Wells
(5-10, 185) and Schnittker (6-2,
250) offer a range of speed, cutting ability and size. Pittman is
the most versatile, Haw is most
effective between the tackles,
Wells reminds some of mercurial
former Florida State star Warrick
Dunn and Schnittker is the bruiser of the group.
"We'll all get a shot this year,"
said Wells, a 6,000-yard rusher
in Florida.

Ttrry Gillian AP Photo

HOLD IT TIGHT: Ohio State tailback Antonio Pittman warms up during practice in this Aug. 17 photo.

After vacation, Sorenstam returns
Golf veteran returns
to the links after
sea-side trip, now
competing with a
younger generation
By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DUBLIN, Ohio — Annika
Sorenstam spent the past couple
of weeks swimming with dolphins and lolling around in the
sun. This week she jumps back
in with the sharks.
Envied and challenged by a
pack of budding young stars,
Sorenstam comes off vacation
to make her first appearance
in four years at the Wendy's
Championship for Children
starting today.
"V\feall enjoy seeing the young
guns, so to speak." she said yes-

ing and swimming with dolphins at Discovery Cove, is
easily the most honored and
recognized women's golfer
in the worid A lock to win a
record eighth LPGA player of
the year award, she has won
six times on tour this year.
A winner of 62 tour and 13
international events, including nine majors, she's hardly
over the hill at the age of 34.
Yet there are several upstarts
waiting to steal her throne,
sooner or later.
"She's the best player
maybe the game's ever seen,"
lay laorati AP Photo
said amateur Morgan Pressel,
BACK FOR MORE: Sorenstam watches her tee shot on the par-4 16th
playing in the Wendy's on a
during the LPGA's Gordon Teter Pro-Am on Aug. 24.
sponsor's exemption. "She
was definitely one of my bigterday after a practice round at competitive and I like the spot
gest role models growing up.
Tartan Fields Golf Club. "You I'm in."
You don't want to copy anybody
know, it's the future of women's
Sorenstam, back from a two- but the best Getting to know her
golf. Obviously, I'm not going to week respite in Florida that
step away too easily. I'm very included boating, wake-boardSORENSTAM. PAGE 8

end likes what he sees in Browns
By Tom Withers

rown is optimistic about Cleveland's new era

THE ASSOCIATE D PHESS

BEREA Ohio - Shaded by a
canopy from the merciless sun,
lim Brown relaxes on a wooden park bench as his beloved
Cleveland Browns prepare nearby for what could be another
long, losing season.
As die players sweat through
a two-hour practice in the
sizzling heat. Brown is cool.
Forever cool.
A few months shy of his 70th
birthday, Brown has the physique of a man half his age. Trie
greatest running back in NFL
history remains as imposing

as ever, casting a shadow over
everyone in his midst. This year,
the Hall of Famer's presence at
training camp is an especially
welcomed sight for hurting
Cleveland fans who have a new
regime led by coach Romeo
Crennel and general manager
Phil Savage.
Brown has returned to the
remodeled franchise, hired by
owner Randy Lemer and given
the tide, "executive advisor."
His main job: to keep players
informed. In recent years, he
was around for the occasional
alumni charity event, halftime
ceremony or autograph show.

He was out of the loop.
"If I'm going to talk to a player
and I don't know what's going
on, how can I talk to that player?"
Brown said. "If I know what's
going on, I can be very honest
with them."
Brown's thrilled to be back,
and while observing a workout
on a recent steamy morning.
he smiled upon hearing one of
the club's new assistant coaches
scream, "You're soft." at a defensive tackle.
"See," Brown said, pointing.
"There's a lot of teaching going
on out there. That's where it all
begins."

The Browns have gone back to
basics. They had no choice
Seven years, three head
coaches, a league-high 67 losses, blown draft picks, bad luck
and hundreds of players after
their triumphant expansion
return to the NFL, they're starting over. Again.
Once of the league's standard
bearers for excellence, the current Browns are at the bottom
of pro football's pyramid. Since
earning a playoff berth with a
9-7 season in 2002, the dub Is
9-23 _ a dysfunctional football
fraternity.
BROWN, PAGE 8
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Heatley
traded to
Ottawa
ByPauUtewterry
THE ASSOCIATE!) PRESS

ATLANTA — Dany Headey
returned to the ice and played
through the memory of that
awful night.
But he never really got over it
— and didn't think he would as
long as he played in Atianta.
Still haunted by the car crash
that killed teammate Dan
Snyder nearly two years ago,
Heatley asked to be traded by
the Thrashers. Atlanta granted
the request Tuesday by sending their gap-toothed star to the
Ottawa Senators for high-scoring
Marian Hossa
While initially taken aback,
Thrashers general manager Don
Waddell said he could understand Heatley's desire to leave
Atlanta, where he was charged
in the high-speed crash that
took the life of his friend and
teammate.
After all, the reminders were
everywhere.
"lust the emotions that went
with the accident and being
in the city here. Driving by the
place where the accident happened and being reminded of
it Obviously, we have 37, Dan
Snyder's number, in our building," Waddell said on a conference call. "I think all those things
led to Dany believing that he
needed a fresh start"
The trade was completed on
the same day Hossa agreed to a
three-year, $18 million contract
with the Senators, avoiding salary arbitration and fitting in with
what Atlanta was willing to pa/.
HEATLEY, PAGE 7
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Lance accused by
director of tour

Huggins resigns from UC
Former Bearcat coach
choosed resignation
over firing

ByArtetaOotaMl

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PARIS — Sounding convinced
that Lance Armstrong is guilty
of doping, the director of
the Tour de France said the
seven-time champion owes
an explanation for "proven
scientific facts" from a newspaper report alleging he
cheated to win cycling's most
prestigious event.
lean-Marie Leblanc's comments appeared in the French
sports daily L'Equipe yesterday, a day after the newspaper
reported that six urine samples provided by Armstrong
during the '99 Tour tested
positive for the red blood cellbooster EPO.
"For the first time — and
these are no longer rumors,
or insinuations, these are proven scientific facts — someone
has shown me that in 1999,
Armstrong had a banned substance called EPO in his body,"
I .'hl.iiu said.
"The ball is now in his court.
Why. how, by whom? He owes
explanations to us and to everyone who follows the tour. Today,
what L'Equipe revealed shows
me that I was fooled. We were
all fooled."
In a statement on his Web
site on Tuesday, Armstrong
denied ever taking performance enhancing drugs and
dismissed the article as "tabloid
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CINCINNATI — Bob Huggins
agreed Wednesday to step down
as Cincinnati's basketball coach,
ousted by a school president
determined to change the program's image.
One day after Huggins was
given a choice of resigning or
being fired, he agreed to take
a $3 million buyout of his contract. The school's offer includes
a chance to stay for three more
months, giving advice on basketball recruits and related matters.
"We are working on the details
of the agreement, which may or
may not be finalized in the next
24 hours," said Richard Katz, the
coach's attorney.
Huggins left Katz's office
without comment, dressed
in his black Cincinnati jacket,
when no final deal was reached
on Wednesday.
The university sent Katz a letter earlier in the day outlining
the $3 million buyout. The letter, obtained through a Freedom
of Information request, offered
Huggins SI 10,000 per month for
the next three months to stay on
and ease the coaching transition.
"His duties will include providinginformation about the current
team, identifying and comment-

laurant Reborns APPnoto

A WINNER?: Armstrong talks
with Tour de France director
Jean Marie Leblanc, presented
with Centenary Race trophy.

journalism." A representative
for Armstrong said Wednesday
that the cyclist was at the
Discovery Channel headquarters in Silver Spring, Md., and
would not have further comment on Leblanc's statements.
It was the first time since
doping whispers began to swirl
around Armstrong that I .eblanc
spoke critically of him. I eblai u
has expressed admiration for
Armstrong — while acknowledging that the Texan's methodical training regimen took some
of the European-style romance
out of the Tour.
While Leblanc seemed conARMSTRONG, PAGE 8

ing upon potential recruits, and
documenting his institutional
memory of the basketball program during his 16-year coaching tenure," the letter said.
An interim coach has not
been chosen. The school doesn't
anticipate hiring a permanent
replacement until after the
2005-06 season, its first in the
Big East. The school will have a
difficult time attracting recruits
in the meantime.
The volcanic coach who won
more games than anyone else
in Cincinnati history was forced
out by an academically minded
school president who doesn't like
I luggins' history or philosophy.
President Nancy Zimpher
sent Huggins an ultimatum on
Tuesday, giving him 24 hours to
either take the buyout, stay in a
capacity other than basketball
coach or get fired from the job.
"It could happen to anyone
when you get hired by a different president," Louisville
coach Rick Pitino said
Wednesday. "There's a difference in philosophies. It happens. It's a change in CEOs.
They have their own people,
their own philosophies, and
it's different than what Bob
stands for."
Zimpher, hired in 2003, wants
the program to recruit players
with better grades and an aversion to trouble. She also wants
her coaches to be better role
models.

alletirman AP Photo

GOODBYE: Huggins, right, picks up his car after leaving his lawyer's
office. A tentative agreement was made for him to leave Cincinnati.

Conference USA regular seasoul
and tournament titles and made
it to the final eight of the M 'M
tournament for the third time in
five years.
1996-97: No. 1 in pnMtlSOn
rankings, the Bearcats' first time
at No. 1 in 34 years.
1998: NCAA docks Cincinnati
three scholarships and puts it on
two years of probation for vio
rations, concluding (here was a
lack of institutional control ovet
I luggins'program.
1999-2000: Center Kenyon
Martin breaks leg during
Conference USA tournament
scuttling chances of another run
at the national title.

1978-80: Assistant coach at
OhioStatc. 1980-83: Headcoachat
Walsh College. 1983-84: Assistant
coach at Central Florida.
1984-89: Head coach at Akron.
1989-90: Leads Cincinnati to
20 wins and Nrr in first season as
head coach.
1991 -92: Bearcats win IheGreat
Midwest Conference championship and make their first NCAA
appearance in 15 years, advancing to die Final Four. They won't
make it back to the Final liiur
again under I luggins.
1992-93: Ranked as high as No.
4 during a 27-win season, making it to the NCAA tournament's
final eight.
1995-96: Won the initial

Heatley hopes to start hockey career anew with Ottawa
HEATLEY, FROM PAGE 6

Heatiey, a restricted free agent,
immediately signed a three-year,
$13.5 million deal with Ottawa.
The 24-year-old Headey combined with Frya Kbvalchuk to give
the Thrashers two of the NHli
most prized young players. Hossa
led the Senators with 36 goals and
46 assists in 2003-04, the last season before the lockout
The Thrashers also received
defenseman Greg de Vries in
the trade.
"Requesting a change of environment was an extremely difficult decision," Heatley said
in a statement released by the
Thrashers. "After a tremendous
amount of reflection and numerous conversations with my family, it made the most sense to seek
a change."
Heatlevs best season was 200203, when he had 41 goals, 89
points and was named MVP of the
All-Star game. But his promising
career was tragically sidetracked

"Requesting a change of environment was
an extremely difficult decision."
DANY HEATLEY, OTTAWA SENATORS

in September 2003, shortly before
the start of the next season.
Heatley lost control of his
Ferrari on a residential road in
Atlanta, the vehicle colliding violendy with a brick pillar and iron
fence. Snyder, a passenger in the
car, died after several days in
a coma.
"Ultimately, this decision for
us wasn't so much of a business
decision," HeaUey's agent, Stacey
McAlpine, said in a telephone
interview from Calgary. "It was
more of a life decision."
Heatiey was sentenced to three
years probation after pleading
guilty to second-degree vehicular
homicide and three lesser charg-

es. He also was ordered to give
150 public speeches about the
dangers of speeding, and his driving privileges were restricted.
A felony charge — first-degree
vehicular homicide — was
dropped as part of a plea deal that
kept him from serving jail time.
Heatiey sustained a serious
knee injury in the wreck, which
caused him to miss 51 games in
2003-04. He returned to tally 13
goals and 12 assists in 31 games,
but was injured again while playing in Switzerland during the
lockout. A puck struck him in the
left eye, breaking the orbital bone
and requiring facial surgery.
Waddell said things might have

been different if there wasn't a
lockout, which led to the cancellation of the entire 2004-05
season.
"The lockout hufl," he said. "If
we had played last year, Dany
could have gone out and not
missed a beat. But to sit out a
whole rear and contemplate it,
that played a part also."
Heatiey has fully recovered
from his injuries. He played for
Canada in the last two world

101 assists in 190 career games
with the Thrashers.
The 26-year-old I lossa, a native
of Slovakia, is one of the league's
most prolific scorers. He's averaged nearly 35 goals a year over

championships, winning MVP
honors in 2004. He also played for
his homeland at last year's World
Cup of Hockey.
"He's got his fair share of experience playing for Team Canada
and wearing the Team Canada
colors," McAlpine said. "He's
proud to be a Canadian and is
pretty excited about coming back
to Canada."
Heatiey was rookie of the year
in 2001-02. He has 80 goals and

the last five seasons, Including a
career-high 45 in 2002-03.
De Vries gives the Thrashers
another newcomer in an overhauled defense. In 2003-04, he
had three goals and 13 assists in
66 games.
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Retail Price SI49 99
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Now Only S49 99
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Browns anew under Crennel
BROWN, FROM PAGE 6

CAN I GET
YOUR
NUMBER?
lilc D6SX Way iui

your friends and professors
to get a hold of you
is to be listed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address
Change Form below to provide
your off-campus residence address
and local or cell telephone number for
the BGSU Telephone Directory.
Both your local off-campus address and permanent address
will be printed in the BGSU Telephone Directory
unless the Office of Registration & Records receives
a completed Request to Withhold Directory
Information form by August 31, 2005. To assure
proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by:

Wednesday. August 31. 2005 at 5:00 PM

"The last two years have been
terrible," linebacker Andra
Davis said.
But as bleak as things have
been in and around the Dawg
Pound, better days are on the
horizon.
Brown can see them. He
respects the way Crennel is
straightforward with his players.
He admires the talent first-year
general manager Savage has
brought in, and, more importantly, the ones he has run out.
He views quarterback Trent Dilfer
as a natural bom leader.
And from his seat outside the
club's training headquarters,
Brown marvels as thousands
of ever-hopeful Cleveland fans
ring the practice fields, unwilling to give up on the brown
and orange.
"They still believe," he said.
Brown does again, too.
"Why? That little guy, man,"
Brown says, referring to Lemer.
"In one year, that little guy has
brought about a miracle."
On cue, a nearby door suddenly swings open and out bursts
Lemer, the club's 43-year-old billionaire owner who as a kid wore
Browns pajamas.
Before dashing off, Lemer nods
his head in Brown's direction and
returns some love.
"The man is back." Lemer said.
"That's the man."
Not long ago, Butch Davis was
"the man" in Cleveland. After
reviving the University of Miami's
scandal-scarred program, Davis
arrived in 2001, taking over
a Browns team that went 5-27
under Chris Palmer.
Davis got the Browns to the
nhivnffs in '02. hut thines nuirk-

Drop Locations:
Union Information Desk
Library, Circulation Desk
Administration Building, 1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records

PHIL SAVAGE, BROWNS G.M.

ly fell apart, undone by Davis'
insistence he be given complete
control of the team's football
operations.
In charge, he compounded the
problems of the Carmen PolicyDwight Dark regime _ only two
players from the '99 squad remain
_ with questionable drafts, kneejerk decisions and dishonesty.
By the time he resigned with
five games left last season, severe
damage was done.
"I hated coming to work," said
right tackle Ryan Tucker, "and I
wasn't the only one."
Lemer's mission was to clean
up the mess quickly. He decided
one man couldn't do it alone, and
returned the Browns to a traditional structure where the coach
coached and personnel matters
were left to the GM.
Savage, who helped select 10
Pro Bowlers while working under
GM Ozzie Newsome in Baltimore,
was hired in January. One month
later, Crennel, 58, got his first head
coaching gig after 24 years as an
NFL assistant.
Finally, Lemer thinks he has the
Browns in the right hands.
"You frame a house," Lemer
said. "Ifyoudon t frame it right, it's
never straieht and the doors don't

shut properly. It keeps showing
up on the field if the critical parts
of the organization are not built
property and honestly."
like a butcher handed a fresh
side of beef, Savage has carved
up Cleveland's roster, releasing
or trading 21 players who started
at least one game last season.
Among the departed: quarterback Jeff Garcia and defensive
tackle Gerard Warren, a Davis
favorite whose preferential
treatment by the former coach
angered players.
The overhaul of the Browns
is far from complete. It will take
time to fix a team that went 4-12
a year ago and isn't expected to
be much better this season. But
it's a start.
"We know there are going to
be some bumps in the road,"
said Savage. "I'd like us to be a
hungry team, one that makes the
other team earn whatever it gets
Hopefully, we can position ourselves to steal some games."
One of Savage's first moves
was acquiring Dilfer, who brings
experience, strong character
and leadership, three qualities
in short supply during Davis'
tumultuous tenure.
During a team meeting in
June, Crennel displayed the three
Super Bowl rings he won with the
Patriots The hidden message: I
know what I'm doing.
"That's all I needed to see,"
said Kenard I.ing. who agreed
to switch from defensive end to
linebacker for Crennel. "I'll do
whatever that man wants."
The Browns speak with reverence of Crennel or "RAC" (his initials) as they prefer to call him. A
father of three daughters, Crennel
commands respect. He also gives
it back.

LPGA money leader back
SORENSTAM, FROM PAGE 6

Please mail or deliver the completed
Off-Campus Local Address Change Form
to the Office of Registration and Records,
110 Administration Building or
drop off the form at one of the sites listed below:

"We know there are
going to be some
bumps in the road.
I'd like us to be a
hungry team, one
that makes the other
team earn whatever
it gets."

in the past year, I've just tried to
take as much as I can."
Pressel finished tied for second at the U.S. Women's Open,
two shots back after Birdie Kim
holed a miracle sand shot on
the final hole. The 17-yearold secretly measured herself
against Sorenstam.
"At the Open, I sneaked by
her by a few shots," Pressel
said yesterday. "That was a
good feeling."
A distant No. 2 to Sorenstam
on the I J>GA money list, rookie
Paula Creamer has two wins
and her sights set on more.
"My goals were to win several
times this year," said Creamer,
who won the Sybase Classic in
May and followed up with a win
at the Evian Masters in July.
The 19-year-old will be
paired with Sorenstam the first
two rounds
"I want to see what she does,"
Creamer said. "Site's long off the
tee, her course management is

unbelievable, she rarely makes
bogeys — things like that that
I've been aware of."
First-year pros Creamer
and Brittany Lang (who tied
Pressel for second at the Open),
20-somethings Cristie Kerr,
Christina Kim, Lorena Ochoa,
Jeong Jang and Natalie Gulbis,
along with amateurs Pressel
(turning pro next May 23, when
she rums 18) and Michelle
Wie (who tied for third at the
Women's British Open) are the
next wave taking over the women's game. Wie turns 16 on Oct.
12, two years shy of meeting the
LPGA age requirement of 18.
Sorenstam makes it clear
she will not make it easy for
her replacement.
"It's exciting to see the new
generation but, having said that,
I have personal goals," she said.
"If 1 want to stay competitive,
I'm going to continue to play
really hard and push myself.
Otherwise, somebody else will
take my spot."

layLaprate AP Photo

FOUR: Sorenstam faces growing
competition from a crowd of
talented young LPGA golfers
following her return to the
game.

Allegations continue for Lance
ARMSTRONG, FROM PAGE 7

OFF-CAMPUS LOCAL ADDRESS CHANGE FORM
Use this form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or
Correction is required. Contact the Office of Residence Life
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vinced of Armstrong's guilt, fellow cyclists came to his defense.
"Armstrong always told me
that he never used doping products," five-time winner Eddy
Merckx told Le Monde newspaper. "Choosing between a
journalist and Lance's word, I
trust Armstrong."
L'Equipe is owned by the
Amaury Group whose subsidiary, Amaury Sport Organization,
organizes the Tour de France and
other sporting events The paper
has often raised questions about
whether Armstrong has ever used
performance enhancing drugs.
On Tuesday, the banner headline
of its four-page report was "The
Armstrong Lie."
EPO, formally known as erythropoietin, was on the list of
banned substances at the time
Armstrong won the first of his
seven Tours, but there was no
effective test then to detect it
The allegations took six years to
surface because EPO tests on the
1999 samples were carried out
only last year — when scientists
at the national doping test lab
outside Paris opened them up
again for research to perfect EPO
screening, with the blessing of
the Wforld Anti-Doping Agency.
Another five-time Tour champion, Miguel Indurain, said he
couldn't understand why scientists would use samples from the
'99 Tour for their tests.
"I feel the news is in bad taste
and out. of place, given that it

"I believe they (urine
samples being safe)
may well, if they
have been properly
stored."
ARNE UUN6QVIST. IOC CHAIRMAN

happened six years ago after his
first Tour victory, and after he
won six more," Indurain wrote in
the Spanish sports dairy Marca.
"With the little 1 have to go on, it
is difficult to take a position, but I
think at this stage there's no sense
in stirring all this up."
Arne Ljungqvist, chairman
of the International Olympic
Committee's medical commission, said the urine samples from
1999 still could produce legitimate EPO test results.
"1 believe they may well, if they
have been properly stored —
without access to outside people
so they cannot be tampered with.
Also in a refrigerator or deep frozen," Ljungqvist said Wednesday
in a phone interview with The
Associated Press. "If not in such a
situation — there's no guarantee
they have not been subjected to
undue temperatures."
Jan Ullrich, the 1997 Tour
champion, said he did not have
all the details and did not want to
be too quick to judge.
"But dearly I would be very
disappointed if the story were
true," he wrote, on his Web site.

L'Equipe's investigation was
based on the second set of two
samples used in doping tests. The
first set were used up in 1999
for analysis at the time. Without
that first set of samples, any disciplinary action against Armstrong
would be impossible, French
Sports Minister Jean-Francois
Lamour said.
Lamour said he had doubts
about L'Equipe's report because
he had not seen the originals
of some of the documents that
appeared in the paper.
"I do not confirm it," he told
RTL radio. But he added: "If
what L'Equipe says is true, I can
tell you that it's a serious blow
for cycling."
The International Cycling
Union did not begin using a urine
test for EPO until 2001. For years,
it had been impossible to detect
the drug, which builds endurance by boosting the production
of oxygen-rich red blood cells
Armstrong has insisted
throughout his career that he has
never taken drugs to enhance his
performance. In his autobiography. "It's Not About the Bike," he
said he was administered EPO
during his chemotherapy treatment to battle cancer.
Jacques de Ceaurriz, the head
of France's anti-doping laboratory, which developed the EPO
urine test, told Europe-1 radio
that at least 15 urine samples
from the 1999 Tour had tested
positive for EPO. The year before,
there were more than 40 positive
samples.
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City Events
BRATHAUS HAPPY HOUR
IS BACK
FRIDAY 4-9PM

330-603-0908

Call 352-5622

Roommate wanted Walk-in closet &
personal bathroom. $470 includes
everything 419-874-1675.

Kidz Watch now hinng care givers.
Apply in person or send resume to.
580 Craig Dr Perrysburg, Oh 43551
41&-874-9678

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Anheuser-Busch wholesaler seeks
bright, energetic individual to execute
late
evening
promotional
events in area licensed accounts.
Duties include limited daytime sales
and merchandising activities Part
time basis. Must be 21 years of age.
Send inquiries to: Beerco, PO Box
590, Fostoria OH 44830 Ann K.
Klepper.

Lost/Found
14 yr old lost black case with music
cd's. near Admin. Bldg. Sal eve.
PLEASE call 419-372-9898

Travel
"11 Soring Break Web.lt.l Low
Pnces guaranteed Book 11 people,
get 12th trip tree' Group discounts
ior6.wwvtSBringBceaKDiscoujit»
800-838-8202
Spring Break 2006. Travel with
STS. America's f 1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulca, Bahamas and Florida. Now
Hiring on-campus reps Call tor
group discounts. Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
wYm.tUtiayol.com

Services Offered
Ed. major, nanny/ babysitter is looking for part time work during any
week-night or early mornings, Mon.Wed. 6 yrs. experence. references
avail, upon request. $8-9/hr
nicoleb@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Privale parking space 1 block otf
campus $100 per semester

419-787-7577.

Personals
BRATHAUS HAPPY HOUR
IS BACK
FRIDAY 4-9PM
Get paid to think
Make $75 taking on line surveys.
www.moneyauthor.com

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 3-PITCH SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT-AUG 31
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 4-PLAYER VOLLEYBALLAUG. 30
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S » WOMEN'S DOUBLES
GOLF AND TENNIS-SEPT 1
THURSDAY AT BRATHAUS
SPECIALS ALL NIGHT

BScT

The School of Art needs models for
drawing/painting courses.
Unclothed. Available times
8:30 -10:50 a.m. Tues/Thurs..
11:30- 1:50 p.m., Mon./Wed.,
11:30- 1:50p.m. Tues/Thurs.,
2:30 - 4:50 p.m. Mon./Weds.
Pay $6.90 hr. Contact Charles Kanwtscher, School of Art, 2-9395
ck8nwis@bgnet

Small Town Restaurant
In Need of Waitresses & Cooks
419-823-4081
18625 Mam St Tontogany

Full and pan-time positions
available
for lawn maintenance & landscaping
419-354-1923.
Gourmet of China
Looking for motivated servers and
host/hostess to work flexible hours.
Please call 419-893-9465
HELP WANTED!
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours • will
work around your schedule - available shifts: 7:30am-8:30am; 8:30am11:30am;
12:00
noon-2:30pm:
2:30pm-5:00pm;
5:30pm-8:30pm
and Saturdays Many BGSU students work here. Easy walk from
campus. Pay is $6.00 per hour providing you work a minimum ol 15
hours per week. Work a minimum of
15 hours per week or over 40 with
overtime. Pick-up an application at
our office. Advanced Specialty Products, Inc 428 Clough St.. BG OH
43402
Hiring 2 desk clerics: 1 midnight to 8
a.m., 2 nights a week & 1 4pm to
midnight or 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., 3 days
a week. Please apply in person at
Buckeye Inn & Studios. 1740 E.
Wooster. 352-1520.
Love to work with children? The Fort
Meigs YMCA is now hiring in our
Child Care department. If interested,
please stop by the Fort Meigs
YMCA. 13415 Eckel Junction Rd in
Perrysburg and till out an application
or send a resume to
sbidlack@ymcaloledo.org
Mother's Helper: to assist with two
Tween" girls in getting them to and
from after-school activities, check
homework, etc. in BG; T, W, TH
from 3:30-5:30. Must have reliable
transportation Call 419-352-1956
alter 5:30.
ASSISTANTS ARE NEEDED TO
WORK IN A RESIDENTIAL SETTING) Do you have what it lakes to
assist persons with MR/DD with daily living? You musl have:
- High school diploma GED
- Acceptable driving record
• Valid Ohio driver's license
• 2 professional
-1 personal references
Sub, pan-lime, full-time, third
•hHt position*. Schedules/hours
vary and include; 6-9am. 210:30pm, 10:30pm-9am $8 50$13.18/hour based on experience
Obtain application packet from
Wood County Board of MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling Green, Entrance B. Mon.-Fri.
8am-4:30pm. You can also download application packet from our
website at

Vibrating condom company seeks
college reps to sell our product during "safe sex is fun" campaign. To
help spread the good vibe contact
Rachel 720-837-3527 or
Rachel ©touchmeu sa com
Weekend/evening babysitter. Rural
BG. Hours negotiable. Non-smoker,
experienced, references, own Irans .
good driving record. Ed majors prel.
419-250-4033 Of 419-823-1547
Yoke Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese cuisine & sushi bar
now hinng motivated wait staff and
hostmostess. Apply 465 W. Dussel
Dr. Maumee

AV«v Ktng Vitftat

8 Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, Coleslaw,
Vegetable and Combrcad Stuffing.

'90 Honda Accord, sun root,
'85 Toyota -$950. Both 4 door. auto.
running great. 419-494-9442
99 ' Chevy Blazer. 65K leather interior. power everything, cd player.
Good Shape $6300 216-406-3438
Bar Stools, Entertainment Center.
Hunter-Green Sofa. 5-way Lamp,
Large Dresser. Comfortable Rocker.
$30 each. 419-575-1225.
Chihuahua 4 months, all shots.
Great pet! $250/ obo.
419-460-1048.
Computer lor sale 15 LCD monitor,
wireless keyboard & mouse w' computer carrying case. Asking $425
contact: hammers@bgnet.bgsg.edu
Electronic keyboard (piano) and
stand still in box with antique stool
seat $95 419-354-6117
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with one
cfckl
http://wwwbookhq.com
Solid oak ent center exc. cond. 7
shetves.glass doors, thick shelves,
52-w.48Tl.20-d«p $100. 353-0721.
Wurtitzer Antique Piano.
Appraised at $1500 Sell at $900
419-575-1225.

For Rent
1 or 2 bdrm, 1 bath apt with 2 car
garage. Close to campus, For more
info call Gary 419-352-5414.
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Lunch Buffet: $5.25
Dinner Buffet: $5.95
7 days a week
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
32
33
34
35
37
41

Thespian
Composition lor two
Spring resorts
Rich dessert
Villa d" _
Slangy disposition
Start of a query
Peak
Etcher's need
Not ready
Editor's instruction
Pouch
_-Magnon
Part 2 of query
Sky-lit lobbies
Muse of verse
River of Belgium
Market figures
London art gallery
"Guitar Town" singer
Steve
43 Patronage

2 BedroomsSi 25 OFF
the 1st 6 MONTHS +
NO RENT UNTIL AUG. 1

GREEN MEADOW
APARTMENTS
214 NAPOLEON RD.

<<■

l

8

CompMt «i •ppliCJtic-n at tr* part offtca
OMdhn* August 31st
1291 ConfMMut Ava
Bowling OrMn OH. 43402
Mon.-Fri. Sam-Spm

GMAT

GRE

MCAT

LSAT

.XKArWtNOOBHMrS
tooAi o*w uirrv (MPio^En. **

y

2 bdrm on 7th st. W/D, enclosed
porch, quiet, nice yard, S640/mo *
utilities. Avail NOW 419-287-4337
2 BR, all new bath. deck, big yard.
W/D, no pels. $635 per mo. Quiet.
near BGSU 419-494-9442.
427 N Main. Spacious apt. 1-2 bdrm
Cathedral ceilings, dish washer
$550 mo. & util 386-405-3318.

K & K PROPERTIES
1 bedroom apt.:
128 S. Summit St.
3 bedroom houses:
225 Manville Ave.
226 Lehman Ave.
5 bedroom house:
801 N. Mam St.
Call or stop in lor more information
419-353-APTS{2787)
427 Clough St., BG

3 bdrm. home for renl, 1 blk Irom
campus. 2 full baths & laundry. W/D,
2 1/2 car garage 419-530-1992
202 Troup Ave.

DAT

NCLEX

For Rent
Bedroom house for rent.
617 N Main St.

419-352-4293 or 419-352-8207.
3 rooms for grad students $300/mo.
mcl ulil or can be rented as an apt.
S550/mo + util Oak floors, bay window, tall ceilings. 386-405-3318.
FOR RENT IN BG
3 bdrm house. UR. D/R. kitchen. 2
car garage, W/D. stove/refng $850
mo. 256 Buttonwood Ave Call 3548802 M-F 7 a.m. - 4 p.m. or 419287-4649 after 5:00pm.
Male has furn. room for rent w/ freedom of house $200 dep . $250 mo.
No other bills BG. 419-354-6117.
Professor/owner will share furn.
house w/ other professors or grad
students. Multi-bedroom, fireplaces,
in wooded area. cats. Se habla espanol. S255/mo mcl. all util., must
have own trans. Avail, immed. Call'
419-352-5523 & leave message.
Renlals avail, now. Rooms as low
as $199/mo. All next to campus
Plus 2 & 6 bdrm. house avail Multiple students over 3 allowed. Call
419-353-0325. 9am- 9pm. Also 1 &
2 bdrm. apts avail, first of the year.

■■■■■■■■If

BOOKS/ CANDY/ CARDS/ GIFTS
WaldenBooks, 419-354-1397
In GoodTaste, 419-354-2170

OPENING FAIL 2005
Elder Beerman, 419-3523196

Timeless Treasures / Gifts from the Heart
419-352-8951

Dunham's Sports, 419-353-0470

ENTERTAINMENT/ MUSIC/ SOUND

lifestyles for ladies Only-

CINEMARK USA-5 Screens-

Fitness, Tanning, Retail Shop

All New Releases. Call 419-354-0558
Sam Goody, 419-352-6330
Playfair Arcade

RESTAURANTS

Maurice's Fashions, 419-352-0121

Silver Dollar Steakhouse & Banquet

Aunt Pat's Bridal, 419-353-7711

Center, 419-353-5358

Famous Footwear, 419-353-0229

Quarters Bar 8, Grill, 419-352-8228

Famous Labels, 419-353-2980

Alyssa Lee's Cocoa Bean & Gift Galleria
419-353-9999
Dinettes & More. 419 352 2615
Dollar Mart, 419-353-7948

419-353-7715 {■}
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KAPLAN

WWW.KAPTFST.COM

For Rent

SPECIALITY STORES

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

•
"

■

i

1

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MID SCHOOL?
(ALL Till. WORLD LFADF.R IN TEST PRFP

■ Spacious kitchen

n»

Sp. miss
Winged
Grow mellower
Sardine container
Superlative suffix
Hanna-Barbera dog
"The Spectator"
co-founder
Big spreads
Top of the foot
Tooth cover
Purple seaweed
Leavening ingredient
Geological time
periods
Ship's front
Essence
Done with
Lima's land
Settle a debt
"Do Ya" grp.
Litigate

. n ola
B s
! 1 1 "*
'.

'

■1

9

CAFE COURT
lava Oasis

t

o

M

i :■•

i

• Patio

N

■'■

o

Claire's Boutique, 419-352-0527

^REE HEA1

1

1

0

• Private entrance

• Pets welcome!

H

H

l i

APPAREL/ SHOES/ ACCESSORIES

• Ground floor ranch

44
45
46
47
48
52

»OJ-WH»

ANSWERS
I

'■

Sears, 419-353-6000

On selected floor plans

35
36
38
39
40
42
43

53
54
55
56
58
59
60

Part 3 of query
Hankering
Pipe buildup
Head signals
Load lightener
-mutuel
Mom's mate
End of query
British submachine
gun
African lily
Exterior
Recipe meas.
Painful cry
Indian jacket style

419-354-5239

From Only $470!

»*«»«

Element fig
Type of salmon
Golf course hazard
Giant slugger
Series of yacht races
Danny of "Get ShortyExploited
UFO personnel
"The Daughter of Time
author
Knock senseless
Coup d'etat
Stick
Look after
Tracy Marrow on
stage
Relative of should
"The Rise and Fall
of the Third Reich"
writer
Au naturel
Gray and Candler
Comic Romano
__ not my job!
Senior test letters
Amazon city
Tribal symbols

1 Bedroom$100 OFF
the 1st 6 MONTHS

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

IS

AN

■

16

Radio Shack, 419-352-5727

1060 North Main St.
Bowling Green, OH
419.354.2269/1688

Smoking S Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

"

1

rec

(419)353-2772

In Downtown Bowling Green

-'

1-800-KAP-TEST •

For Sale

FREE DELIVERY
(minimum $10.00)
419-353-2277

14

ANCHOR STORES

MM*. jfna*if/f/y

• From 4 pm until 9 pm *

RECEPTIONIST- part lime. Thayer
Ford- Nissan. Mon. & Thurs. 4pm9pm. Sat 9am-4pm $7 50/hr w/
possible study time. Only apply if
avail, to give at least a 1 yr. commitment. Call Kathy at 419-353-5271
Sitter needed after school in my
Perrysburg home for 6 1/2 yr. oW.
Tues. thru Thurs., 3:3O-5:30pm.
Non-smoking home. 419-467-2783.

E.O.E.

Pecan Chicken

Part-time Car Dealer
Family owned dealership is looking
for hard working individual to detail
used vehicles We offer flexible
working hours lor college students.
Prefer someone who likes cars and
enjoys spending time detailing their
own car. Please apply m person.
John C. Hetfeman Bowling Green
Lincoln Mercury Jeep 1079 N. Main
Bowling Green OH 43402.

Childcare in my Perrysburg home
Tues & Thurs. Must be a non-smoker & have excell. driving record & reliable trans, swortey@bgsu.edu

Waitress S Cooks
THURSDAY AT BRATHAUS
SPECIALS ALL NKSHT

Lawn Maintenance Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns.

The China

Luca Pizza

Subway

Coney Island

Naslada Cafe

SERVICES
Bronze Tan Studio, 419-352-9190
Fiesta Hair Salon, 419-352-9084

Mattresses. Etc., 419-353-1400

World Nail, 419-354-1020

Virtual PC's, 419-353-8324

Verizon Wireless, 419-354-2523

Julie's Dance Studio, 419-353-5030

Bushldo Kai Martial Arts, 419-353-5836
Turning Point Church, 419-373-0144
CUSTOMER SERVICE, 419-354-4447

1234 N. Main St, (Rt. 25) Bowling Green
419-354-4447 www.woodlandtc.com

■■■■■■■■■it

For Rent
Roommate needed $325/mo Nice
house w/ AC Located close to
downtown Call Josh 419-575-0965.
Victorian house 427 N Main si. 3-2
bdrm apt each unique 386-4053318. hardwood floors, baywindows

'JI'M T1H
The Best Seat

n Town
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CHAPTER RANK BY

Chipw

ChM*

S»nx*ttf

DMHMN

SEMESTER GPA

Numb*.

Pe'cin»»B«

Total

ulTom

ofMamMn

Montr

CFvpt*
MwnbMl

Horn

tn-*«V>d

RMMd

■1 BGSU

tot D-nty

100%

$1,500

79% 60

$13,335

52% 44

$5,692

Zeia Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

Audafluc
InCffUMf
P(*-)M n

Chapter Mi
an AcM
FMMMT

Nw>
;

VMM>I

*(Wi«t4
Cm*
fMnm

Mmilini
fl!Wod«d
En**Vnfl
UM»*i
nnnat

praMM
kpjiisn

nnmin
km

$100

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Inc.

$150

Alpha Chi Omega sorority
Alpha Phi sorority

1.672

Chi Omega sorority

75% 52

$800
$1,100

$1,050

YM

Kappa Delta sorority
Delta Zeta sorority
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority
Alpha Xi Delia sorority

$660
100%

Phi Mu sorority

3.00

UNDERGRAD
Pi Beta Phi sorority

Yet

$900

2.91

STER GPA

2.92

2.90
$250

Delta Gamma sorority
Alpha Sir)ma Phi fraternity
Delta Chi fraternity

«M

$200
60% 28

$3,700

71% 32

$1,996

$250
Y.»

Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity

$500

Sigma Kappa sorority

$750

Kappa Sigma fraternity

282

2.86

48

21% 10

GRE I K FEMES'

$300

Phi Delta Theta fraternity

2.79

2.82

27

940

Gamma Phi Beta sorority

2.79

2.93

59

1.000

Alpha Omicron Pi sorority

2.76

2.84

45

534

Delta Tau Delta fraternity

2.72

2.74

40

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.

2.71

2.62

3

Phi Gamma Delta fraternity (Fiji)

2.70

2.82

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity

2 65

2.74

Phi Kappa Tau fraternity

2.65

2.71

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity '

2.64

2.77

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

2 63

2.60

3

72% 19

$2,300

2.8S,—

:PA

$300

$SO0

Yes

$360

S200

YM

Yes

YM

YM

68% 31

$1,827

$1,086

Yes

vos

YM

Yes

234

13% 5

$990

39

160

10»i .1

$1,126

50

621

7a»-„ 39

S2.340

S?50

Yor.

YM

66

198

35% 19

S2.300

$800

Yes

YM

63

1.430

98% 62

45

100% 3

$250

YM

YM

Yes
Yes
Yos

Yo

Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority. Inc.

2.63

2.75

11

30

100%

Y«

YM

Delta Chi Phi Multi-Cultural

2.81

2.79

21

656

SON 10

Yes

Yos

Theta Chi fraternity

2.60

2.69

26

YM

YM

!

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity

2.60

2.74

48

Yes

Yes

.

Kappa Alpha Order

3.56

282

50

Yes

Yos

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

2.65

2.94

16

YM

Y.S

Pi Kappa Phi fraternity

2.53

2.66

33

378

Yes

Yes

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.

2.48

2.60

10

496

Sigma Nu fraternity

2.43

2.84

21

260

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

2.33

2.44

3

Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity. Inc.

2.31

2.39

7

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity. Inc.

0.92

2.16

3

1,010

50% 12

$300

85% 41

$2,260

$1,100

S3.360

$100

S3.275

50% 10

Yos

$250

$360

Yes

$100

Yes

Yes
Yos
Yos

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yos

Yes

YM

Yw

l
Y.S

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority. Inc.
Dat i based on k ■fonnefiona uniAedtoG nnv Ali.v
E lanMindka e the group did not sub nit the data
" Indicator the group IlllfUl—!■ r University or Greek & uncil policy

Upcoming Greek Events:
Greek Carnival
August 31 •11am-4pm
Union Oval

* Average size for IFC groups
(6301/ .,'

a Dollars Raised for Charity
$49,234 or S31/Member

«• Average size for NPC groups
(877/141» 63• Chaptei Tc.di = 85

■i Greeks Involved in BGSU student groups
938 or 58%

■ Average size for NPHC groups
(62/8) - 8

<t Academic Incentives for Members
$12,986 oi S8/Meinbai

m Average size for GIB groups
(39/3) -- 13

* Total Greek Membership
1,607

■ Community Service Hours Performed
20,056 or 12 Hours/Member

«• Full-time Undergraduates
14.695 (8.148-female, 6,547-male)
Undergraduates Who Are Members
11%

Greek
su
Office of Residence

Life

